
Ask a Question:   
Is candy corn or 
popping corn a seed?

Have students start off by 
brainstorming some plants 
and produce that grow during 
the fall.  Discuss things that 
are seeds versus things that 
are not seeds.  Create a list of 
seed characteristics. Then have 
students classify items that are 
seeds and not seeds, provide 
examples.  Provide students 
with a corn kernel and a candy 
corn kernel.  As a group, 
formulate questions about 
whether either item is a seed.

Write a Hypothesis:   
I think __?___  is a seed!

Students next decide which 
type of kernel is a seed.  
Students can use a variety 
of methods to express their 
hypothesis.  Students can 
vote, create a yes/no chart, 
or even physically move to 
sides of the room to indicate 
their responses.  Higher level 
students can formulate an 
argument for their decisions.

Make Predictions:   
Why is __?___  a seed?

As a whole group, students 
can share what they think 
will happen to each corn 
kernel. Give students a sense 
of ownership by writing their 
initials under their prediction! 
Differentiate this activity by 
providing younger students 
with two choices:  The candy 
corn will grow – Yes or 
No.  The popping corn will 
grow- Yes or No.  Higher-
level students can formulate 
rationale for why it will or will 
not grow.

Perform Experiment:   
Plant the seeds! 

Plant the two corn  
kernels, be sure to  
label each pot  
appropriately.   
Over the next few  
weeks, observe,  
record and discuss what 
happens to each corn  
kernel.  Students can  
keep a journal  
showing the changes.   
This is a perfect time  
to expand upon life  
cycles and the changes 
seeds undergo.
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In this experiment, your students will figure out that science is anything but “corny”! Many of you will be working on life cycles and seeds.  
What better way to explore both topics than with a hands-on and interactive activity that fits with the fall season. For this experiment,  
students will test a corn kernel and a candy corn kernel to determine which one is the actual seed by planting each one.  We will use the 

scientific method approach to create an experiment that raises questions about students’ understanding of life cycles.

Science is not “corny!”
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State the Conclusion:   
___ is a seed because… 

Have students share their 
original predictions.  
Students will use their 
knowledge of life 
cycles to support their 
reasoning for which 
type of corn is the 
real seed. Explain 
to students that “it 

would be corny to get 
upset if your hypothesis 

was wrong”!  Trial 
and error is key to 

becoming a super scientist!

5.1.P.A.1: Display curiosity about science objects, materials, activities, and longer-term investigations in progress      5.1.4.B.1: Design and follow simple plans using systematic observations to explore questions and predictions.
5.3.2.D.2: Determine the characteristic changes that occur during the life cycle of plants.


